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itA Sharp Tool Is A Safe Tool," has bee;} said many times and I say it again.
Notonrytha"tbUf there is joy in using a sharp tool. Thare is a lot
of satisfaction in making s~ooth clean cuts in a piece qf wood, but---this
is nearly impossible if the cutting edge is not sharp. - -- So, let's see how
we c~n get and hold a s~~rp edge. I'll show you one way--the way I do ~t:
~.
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Let's take a half incH wood chisel for the first example.
be used later for other tools.

Methods used here will
~
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Tnere are many books on sharpening and you can get a selection o~ them from
Woodcrafters Supply .in Woburn, Ms., Craftsmans Wood Service in ChiCago, Curtis
Woodcraft · Supply, Memphis, Tn., Albert Constantine in 'New York, and others
closer home--Louisville, Minneapolis, AtJ',-·
etc.
These books will tell you to grind the chisel's edge to 20° to 250
, 2.5° f,SVI:;
and you can buy a gauge to go by or use a protractor, but in the
mean time, get a piece of cardbOard from ' a Ger,eal box, and a ruier
STANLEY
or square and draw a )11 horizol\tal line. Make two dots on this line
2n apart and from the ri?ht hand one, me~sure ver.ticallY 7/8" and make ·
another dot. No..: dr~w :l line Mrro~h the fir~t \And thir-ti 'dots and YOllr
gauge is finished. You , can cut alo~g your lines if you want to or just
~ay your chisel down dtt· it and look. This is a 25? angle. .See Fig. 1.
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. EUl'- ---SometL~es you will need a thinner, sharper dege for
and cutting soft woods.

Other times you will need a thicker, stronger edge
for cutting hard wood or for heavy cuts. (A cbla
chisel for cutting metal is no better steel than a
wood chisel but it has a 75 0 or 80 0 cutting edge
and so it is very strong.)
I

Sharpening Equipment Jou Will Need.
GRINDER and SAFETY GLASSES.
---Or maybe I should say "Safety glasses first, and then a grinder.
A couple of years ago a ' friend of mine got something in his eye while grinding-wasn't wearing his glass cs-- and it was a real bad injury. So don't take chances.
I know they are inconvenient and uncomfortable but to leave them off just - isn~t
worth taking th~ chance. So let's get on with the sharpening.
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If you have a grinder of some kind alreadY, use it. If you don't, you can get a
small Black & Decker, or Sears, or Pennys, or Wards one for $30 to $35 that will
work well for years. Watch for a sale or look at Harbor Freight or some tool
auction.
You can even ~ut an extension shaft on an old washing machine motor and
mount a grinding wheel on it till you can get a grinder.
I used one for years and
still have it with a wire wheel mounted in place of the grinding wheel.
Bolt it
to a bOard to have a base to work from. (The problem is that it doesn't have a
guard over the grinding Wheel so it is dangerous.
The guard protects the wheel
from getting damaged and if the wheel should shatter, the guard protects you.

HAND SHARPENING

STONE or bench stone and oil can, or diamond stone.

The usual bench stone has coarse grit for fast grinding, on one side and fine grit
on the other. If you can, get an 61" one or longer.
If it. doesn't come in a wood
box for protection, you can easily make one. The box
remember to replace the lid! ~t spend a little more
Carborundum.
A cheap one may not sharpen very well.
just wouldn't bring the tools to a keen edge. Finally

keeps it clean too--if you
and get a good one like a
I had one like that and it
I got rid of it.

An oil can with a flexible spout is safer and a pump oil can is convenient.
You
can even use water if you use lots of it but it. doesn't carry away the grindings
as "ell as oil does. You can buy special sharpening oil but I just mix loW-40
motor oil with about 1/3 kerosene.
Sometimes I use pure kerosene when the stone
begins to get clogged, then wipe it off with a paper tOwel.
Your grinding wheel, if it has been used, may need to be"dressed,"
to make it
run true and to clean it. This may be done w;ith a "Star Wheel~ a rotary wheel
dresser, a diamond wheel dresser, a dressing stick or even an old engine valve
held in a piece of pipe so it can spin. (See example on table.)
I like the star
wheel best for most purposes but the diamond is be3t for shaping the wheel. You
will also need a pot of water for cooling your chisel and other tools. An old·
plastic butter dish is fine but try to get one that doesn't tip over too easily.
Now to GRINDING:
Hold the chisel over the gauge you made, Fig. 1,
to see whether the original bevel is right, and
if it is then hold it up to your grinding wheel
(not turning) to see what kind of a jig will
.hoid it in that position while grinding. Fig. 2.
Yciu will likely need to make a "Universal Base"
which can be moved back and forth under or by the
grinder and clamped down solidly.
Then you can
mount other jigs on it, later.
Right now you will
need to mount a board 3 or 4 inches wide, so it
extends out in front of the grinding wheel.
This
will allow you to clamp a stop block to hold the
ch!sel in the correct position.

Ta.d£-
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Start the motor and place thB handle of the vhisel
against the stop block and just let~it down till it
touches the grinding wheel.
Now 'l~ok at the chisel to see if the ground spot is in
the right place.

If it is too near the cutting edge of the chisel, move the stop
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block closer to the grinding ,wheel. If the spot is too far back frum the cutting
edge, ~ova-the stop block a bit farther away from the grinding wheel. (Very small
movements of the stop block make much difference in the angle of the cutting edge.
wnen all seems well, move the coh.;l accross the grinding wheel using light pressure
and cool the chisel very frequently in the water. lNhen you get the feer-Qf grincing
look to see if the chisel has nicks or a crooked grinding edge. If so, rub it with
the handle vertical to the bench stone and grind it smooth and true. (If you, feel
confident enough you can do this on the ~ide of the grinding wheel but it works very
fast and you don't want ~o shorten the chisel any more than you have to.
You will find a grinding burr on the flat side of the chisel. Remove it by
putting the flat side of the chisel fl~t on the bench stone and rubbing it. This
leaves a distinct edge which will later become the cutting edge. If you look at
the end of the'chisel you will see the square, edge you g~ound onto it. You will
grind the chisel till thisedge has just disqppeared down to'a dotted line. Remember
to dip the chisel in water very frequently to keep it co,l to the touch of your finger.
A thin edge haat,s 'IlP a lot faster than a thicker one so watch it carefully. A few
strokes with the wheel dresser just before the last grinding, sharpens tre stone
and helps keep the tool from overheating.
If the st eel turns blue, you've lost
the temper and it won't hold the cutting edge very well till it has been ground
away. However, when this happens, all you can do is go ahead and try harder,ne~
time. Keep it cool!
I
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The chisel is now "hollow ground. If ?ig. 3 shows
the chisel hollow ground but exager~.;;(;d.It
would be this way if ground with a VAry small stone.
The chisel now needs to r..~', whe-tt~d. 0:1 the
.
bench stone. Place a few dr?r~ of all on t~ fine
side of the bench stone and. tn.e holl?'w'a.r~!1dof
the chisel down into the oil.' (Unl,",ssyou use a
diamond stone which doesn't u~e any oil at all
and even water I find to be a nuisance. I just
wipe the stone 'on ~ pants and go ahead--don't
tell my wife why they get so dirty!)
Rock the chisel back and forth feeling for the
flat, then raise it up on thoe "toe" just a bit
and strome the chisel back and forth on the stone
holding this position and light pressure. Now
turn the back of the chisel flat on the stone and
rub it a bit.
If you look closely you ~y see a
"wire edge". Remove this by drawing the sharp
edge lengthwise over a block of hard WOOd, then
again whet the chisel by drawing it toward you,
bevel down, a few times.
Test fer sharpness by touching the edge of the chisel to your tyumb':'"nail,
lightly.
If it grabs, it is sharp. If it slides, it needs more whetting. Look at it closely
with a magnifying glass if you have one, under a good light. Repeat whetting as needed.
If your grir.ding wheel is small, it may make too much of a hollow grind. You can
grind off the heel a bit by resetting the stop block on your grinder. Fig. 3-A.
An 8'1 wheel or larger, makes very little hollow grind--almost flat.
Commercial devices to hold your tools f~r grinding cost a lot and don't do any b,:<t
t.er
job in many cases, than devices you c~n rig up on your own. They may work faster and
easier on production jobs but t hey may be very complicated to use. Watch to .Iee huw
other people sharpen their tools and learn from them. But learn how to sharpen your

own tools so you can have th~m how you w~nt them, when you want them, and y6u
can save money and time. You can have them ready to use again in just a few
minutes and you can suit the shappening to the job ahead. Yake your jigs and
fixtures as you need them and keep thinking of ways to improve them.
Fowlowing the above m~thods for sharpening a carpenters' chisel, you can sharpen
plane iron~ and square nose lathe tools, too. You can sharpen gouges by rolling
the tool while grinding.
Round.nose lathe chisels can be sharpened by c~refully
let.ting the chisel rlLn down over t he edge 0: the grinding wheel. This will tend
to round t.he wheel a bit which may be a small advantage, later on. I like ~
hollow ground chisel much better than a flat ground one because it is easier to
whet and can be sharpened many more times before it needs to be reground.

Other tools need different jigs and fixtures to .hold them, e.g. a "skew" lathe
chisel or
"side cutter'~ A round nose chisel can be ground easier and better
on another kind of jig •
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The base for the grinder should be large enough to allow you to screw down or
clamp various attachments for grinding, or you can make a Universal Base
to which your attachments can be fastened.
HEAD

Your Universal Base should be moveable back
to front unless your grinder has a tilting
base. In any case the distance-between the
grinding wheel and work needs to ve variable
very gradually, like with a screw, then
after the adjustment is made, clamped solidly
L .
for grinding.
You are welcome to look at
mine but work up the solution to the problem
with your own grinding wheel. It must be
splid but allow the necessa~_movement
to get
the job done.Make notes and drawings on the
back of these sheets because you are not
likely to remember details after you get home.
Make up your jigs but always be looking for ways
to improve them and make them simpler. And
remember, there are no impossible solutions,
only simple ones and sometimes a difficult one.
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Figure 4 shows a tool clamp which can pivot on
a rounded head casing nail in a block screwed
to the universal base. This is fine for grinding
round nose chisels and maybe gouges. The
~~
advantage is that you get a sharper edge farther
:5~~
around to the side and that makes turning a lot
easier. And you can get rid of that pesky corner
on the gouge that sometimes spoils your wor~.
You can suit yourself how far the pivot point should be from the grinding wh3~1 but
a couple of inches seems about right for me. I like a slightly rounded face grinding
w;heel too, and not too thick, like
to !"
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Another attachment you may find useful, is a long straight, smooth edge for a rest
i~ front of th? grinder, mounted on ahe universal base. Fig. 6. Your t.oeL clamp
Fig. 4, c~n s~1de along it when sharpening a chisel, plane iron, skew chisel etc.
You may f1nd 1t better than the first mentioned way of sharpening a chisel. With
anotner jig to hold them, planer and jointer knives may be ground this w~y. Fig. 7.
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JOINTING is trueing up a cutting edge before it is sharpened.
You may have jointed
your chisel in the first example by grinding off the udge on the bench stone or
touching it to the side of the grinding wheel, and you may joint a circular Saw
blade by raising it up against the bench stone on the table of the Saw while running
the machine.
But to joint planer blades, you need another jig. It's merely a flat
board with a guide strip along one edge and mounted on the universal base in such
a way that the knife holding board, Fig. 7, Can slide past the grinding wheel with
the knife touching the wheel at right angles, just enough to take out nicks and
.
ho~low places, so that it is straight and even when it comes off the ~ointing board.
Go very gently at first. It's easy to grind off too much and knives are expensive.
Then replace the jointi~g board with the long angle iron rest and adjust the distance
from grinding wheel to planer knife so that the angle being ground is aoout 450,.
Take off the burr and grind as you did befere tin the jointed edge just about
disappears and you are ready to whet the knife. All planer and jointer knives of
one group or set, should be the same width, for balance.
Not everyone whets his jointer or planer knives but if you do, it can be done nicely
with a true, unworn bench stone. The diamond stone stays true. (Note that if the
stone isn't true, you won't get a st.r af.ght. -whetting ofthe knife.) If your stone is
hollowed slightly, look at the edge of the stone. Chances are it is still straight.
You Can use this edge for whetting jointer and p~aner knives.
You can hold planer knives with your fingers as yeu did your chisel or you can make
a special bench hook to hold the knife and
run the stone over the knife. Fig 9. Lay
the stone lengthwise on the knife (or vice
ver-sa) and feel for the flat. Then run a
bead of oil the length of the knife along
the ground edge, (unless you use a diamond
stone) then replace the stone and again feel
for the flat, raise the stone onto the toe
of the knife and whet with a circular mot~on,
moviu~ the stone along the knife. Remove the
knife and wipe off the oil with a paper towel
and remove the wire edge as you did be1'ore.
~et again by drawing the stone away from the
sharp edge and test for sharpness on your
thumbnail.
Repeat steps as needed.
Now think of these jigs as general guidelines for the
ones you will be building for your own tools.
Make them of a size and style to meet your own
nesds--for example, if you have a side cutting
chisel, you may need to make a special jig to
hold it in the right position.
Other tools
will need other kinds of holders.
You can even
make a special jig and hollow grind ice skates.
See examples on the display table.
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Skew and Diamond point lathe tools ara held in the tool clampFig 10, at an angle
and slid along the angle iron rest, Fig. 6. Grind one side, then turn it over to
grind the other side. Keep the sharp idge in the center of the thickness of t ne tool.
A diamond point chisel is held the same way but must be shifted to the other angle
after one side is ground instead of t.urning it over.

HAND SAWS AND CIRCULAR SAWS.
Follow the directions in a sharpening book for tooth shape and methods.
A clamp
for holding hand saws may be made to use in a machinists vise or a bench vise, or it
can be made to clamp to the workbench while standing on the floor. ~t has a hinged
jaw and it will hold better if a thin strip of leather from an old shoe, lines one
or both of the jaws~ Fig. 11. Make it straight on top for a hand saw or curved
for a circular saw blade. See examples and make a sketch of the one you want to
build. Or you can buy one for about ~40. but you can make one for free that works we 1::",
Carbide Saws and lathe tools really should be sharpened on a diamond wheel so it
would be better if you sent them to a Sharpening shop. But if y~u want to do.your
own, use a "green wheel" if you have one or a regular wheel with frequent dressing
and low pressure and plenty of cooling.
(A green wheel i~ made'very soft and wears
away fast, thus presenting a continuous flow of sharp cutting grains of abrasive. )
But do this: Either reverse your grinder (it will throw dust in your face!) or hold
the chisel upsi~e down. The idea is to shar~en with the wheel turning A~AY from
the cutting edgetather than toward it as iSAnormal waJf of grinding.
And grind very
slowly and not too much. You can sharpen masonry drills this way ",ery satisfactorily.
Keep thinking while you are grinding and try to improve. Learn from other people.
I havenlt been to a symposium yet when I didn't learn from others' suggestions.
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